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ARE YOU A MASTER
BUILDER ON YOUR
SPIRITUAL LIFE
JOURNEY? 
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“Who do men say that I am? Who do you say
that I am? Who am I? You are the Christ, the
Son of the living God” 

(Matt. 16:13-17, paraphrased).     

Christ is the master builder of the Christian
life.He is the rock, the foundation on which
everything stands.  Upon His ascension to
heaven where through His death, He was
crowned Lord of Lord and King of Kings.  He
left His holy nature in the Holy Spirit to guide
us on our journey through life.Equipping us
with the power that is within us to be and do all
things in honor to Him. When we understand
the Supremacy of Christ, our lives are changed
forever building and bridging the gaps
between the Christian world and the world that
fought against our Lord and fights against us
becoming ourselves Master Builders of the
kingdom of God in our little space on earth.
Come explore through this 28-day devotional,
the necessary foundational principles to
become Master Builders for Christ. I'll see you
on the inside of these pages.Know that I am
praying for your personal revelation, personal
growth, but most importantly your personal
transformation into a complete and whole
Master Builder for Christ.

Chequita McCullough



Vsionary Living 

“But you are a chosen people, a royal
priesthood, a holy nation, God’s special
possession, that you may declare the praises
of him who called you out of darkness into
his wonderful light.” 

1 Peter 2:9 (NIV)



INTRODUCTION
For the next 28-day, we will take you on a spiritual journey of
awakening into your place in the chosen race, the royal priesthood
as part of the holy nation under Christ, our Lord, our King and our
Savior. Scripture tells us in Psalm 119:105, “Your word is a lamp to
my feet and a light to my path”. Remember this as we embark on
this 28 -day spiritual journey being illuminated by the word of God
to becoming Master Builders.  
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How to Use this 28-day Devotional:
This devotional is organized into four key areas for reflection through prayer and action

steps for practical application of the principles.

Visionary
Leadership

Visionary
Attentiveness

Visionary Giving
through Spiritual

Sacrifice

Visionary
Faith 

At the end of each week the key area of focus of this devotion is designed to equip you daily
by reinforcing your faith, seeing God’s vision for you, and helping you to discern the voice of
God for action. Each day will feature a scripture tied to the key focus area, a teaching on the
understanding of the verse, a prayer, and 1 – 2 actions steps for you take for the day to
implement into your Christian walk. 

At the end of this 28-day journey, you should be able to see areas of your life transformed
through your enriched time spent with God in prayer and meditation. You should feel more
equipped to master the Christian life using the gifts and talents God purposed for you. Lastly,
you should be able to reflect the image of Christ in your thoughts, words and actions on your
daily walk. 

Now close your eyes and take a deep breathe. Prepare your mind, body and soul to receive
revelation through the word of God. Let it seep into your mind and your heart.Imagine the
living water is being poured over you as take this journey cleansing you of old thoughts or
beliefs that are not in alignment with God’s word of truth.  Take another deep breath and
relax as God takes you in His loving arms and lifts you up during this Spiritual Journey. Allow
Him to rebuild you as the Master Builder from the inside so that you can truly reflect Him on
the outside. Take one last breathe to receive all that He has in store for you on the pages of
this devotion. Becoming blessed by the Holy Spirit’s insight and knowledge of what God has in
store for you.
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“Therefore, let all Israel be assured of this: God has
made this Jesus, whom you crucified, both Lord
and Messiah.”

Acts 2:36 (NIV) 

“The Son is the radiance of God’s glory and the
exact representation of his being, sustaining all
things by his powerful word. After he had provided
purification for sins, he sat down at the right hand
of the Majesty in heaven”.

Hebrews 1:3 (NIV)

“Therefore, God exalted him to the highest place
and gave him the name that is above every name,
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in
heaven and on earth and under the earth, and
every tongue acknowledge that Jesus Christ is
Lord, to the glory of God the Father”. 

Philippians 2:9-11 (NIV)

Seeing the Supremacy of Christ is Visionary Living
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We cannot see Christ, but we believe He is real. We cannot feel Christ, but we have felt His
presence. We have not met Christ, but we know He walked this earth and spoke truth in love
to those He encountered on His spiritual journey. The Son of God also known as the Son of
Man, came to earth in human form for all to see. A living model for us to immolate and adapt
to His way of living that brings all the things we seek if we just allow the love of God to prune
and mold us into the visual image of Christ so that we may reveal to others 

“The fruit of the Spirit which  is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness and self-control”. 
Galatians 5:22-23 (NIV). 

Remember Christ showed His supremacy by dying on the cross and essentially wiping the
slate clean forever for us. He did this because He had a vision for mankind to live in harmony,
love, and unity with one another. Using the resource He gave us, the Holy Spirit to execute the
divine plan for Christians to be kingdom minded, kingdom hearted and kingdom visionaries
attracting others to us to reach the world with the gospel of Jesus Christ. When this is
executed well, then the world sees the Supremacy of Christ in our visionary living, which is
kingdom focused day after day, year after year. Our eyes should always be focused forward
on kingdom business to build, equip and execute flawlessly the Great Commission.

Reflect on these questions to benchmark where you are today on your spiritual journey. 

Am I reflecting the Supremacy of Christ in my thoughts, words, and actions? 

Am I reflecting the kingdom of God as a permanent lifestyle, or do I only represent the
kingdom when it is convenient? 

Now let’s see what we can do to build or reinforce the foundation of your current spiritual
journey over the next 28 days.

“When they saw him, they worshiped him; but some doubted. 18 Then Jesus came to them and
said, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. 19 Therefore go and make

disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Spirit, 20 and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely, I am with

you always, to the very end of the age.” 

Matthew 28:16-20 (NIV)
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Christ ascended to heaven leaving a world of His followers to pick up the mantel and lead
others to Christ. This means we are all leaders for Christ. Leadership is not a title is a state of
being. Leadership is the ability of an individual or a group of individuals to influence and guide
followers. Leadership is a ministry and we are all ministers of Christ. 

In Visionary Leadership, a pastor may set the vision or goal but we all must help the execute
the vision. Visionary Leadership builds on participation, communication, and goal setting by a
group.It takes more than one person to help a vision materialize, it a collective effort. 

A great example of a visionary leader is Nelson Mandela. He saw a free South Africa and even
though he was imprisoned, he never lost this vision and when released he moved forward to
execute this vision until it was realized.

What is Visionary Leadership?

There are principles of Visionary Leadership that are necessary for us to embrace. These
principles are our ability to build upon the vision with our unique perspectives, our ability to
nurture collaboration with one another, our ability to promote performance within the vision
for it to manifest, our ability to learn and develop through the process, and our ability to
achieve results through the execution of these principles. A good scriptural reference for us in
this area is found in 1 Corinthians 4:1 (NIV), 

“This is how one should regard us, as servants of Christ and stewards of the mysteries of God”. 

Being a visionary leader means to unlock the mystery of the vision and bring it to life. 

Why it is important? 
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 VISIONARY LEADERSHIP
Week 1



Becoming a visionary leader is accomplished by obtaining or sharpening our current skill set
or by developing new skills using biblical principles coupled with the gifts we have received to
serve each other as scripture tells us in 1 Peter 4:10 (NIV), 

“As each has received a gift, use it to serve one another, as good stewards of God's varied
grace”. 

The next seven days are geared to help you develop the skills of a visionary leader.  

Now close your eyes and take a deep breathe. Prepare your mind, body, and soul to receive
your new place as a visionary leader.  With your eyes closed, imagine yourself as a visionary
leader executing your part of the vision with power and confidence that has been given to
you by the Holy Spirit.  Step into this next week knowing that are equipped to do your part. 
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How do we do it?



As we look at this story, we see King David calling his leaders together to cast his vision for
their future. As he talks to his people, he tells them that although he had a vision to build a
place for the ark of the covenant to provide God a place for to reside among them, God had
other plans. There are a few key principles that we need to examine from this passage.

David had a clear vision of what he wanted to do, but he adjusted his plan to what God
wanted him to do. He was open to what God was telling him to do and adjusted his plan
accordingly.God has the divine plan, and He also has the right to adjust the plan on our
purposed path. We often dismiss those promptings because we think we know better than
God. Or perhaps the adjustment just does not make sense. When we do not heed this
prompting, we often scratch our head wondering how we got where we end up because we
are totally off course.
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“David summoned all the officials of Israel to assemble at Jerusalem: the officers over the tribes,
the commanders of the divisions in the service of the king, the commanders of thousands and

commanders of hundreds, and the officials in charge of all the property and livestock belonging
to the king and his sons, together with the palace officials, the warriors and all the brave

fighting men.
 

King David rose to his feet and said: “Listen to me, my fellow Israelites, my people. I had it in
my heart to build a house as a place of rest for the ark of the covenant of the Lord, for the

footstool of our God, and I made plans to build it. But God said to me, ‘You are not to build a
house for my Name, because you are a warrior and have shed blood.”

Day 1
1 Chronicles 28:1-3 (NIV)



On the flip side of this coin, we have all been in
a place where we thought we were going in
one direction only the end up going in a
completely new and unexpected direction that
was better than the original direction we were
headed. That is a course correction by the
Creator of your purposed path, guiding you to
right direction. 

What is the difference between the two,
obedience versus disobedience or listening
versus ignoring? It could be one or the other or
both. 

The practice skill for today is listening. 

We cannot become visionary leaders if we do
not listen. Today we are listening for guidance
then executing on what we hear.In your prayer
time, spend two to five minutes in complete
silence with the anticipation that God will give
you direction on something in your life that you
have been praying about. Have a pen and
paper by your side as you sit in silence to
capture what God is speaking to you. When He
reveals something to you that He is asking you
do to, execute it without hesitate or question. At
the end of the day, reflect on what happened
when you simply executed a direction without
hesitation. 
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As we look at this passage, it instructs us to watch over ourselves first. Why would we be told
to watch over ourselves first? The reason is simple if we cannot steward our own lives
through growth and maturity and become a model for others to immolate, then how can we
expect others to follow us? Leadership is about personal growth and development. Some
leadership skills are natural, but most are learned behaviors.  When we look at Jesus’
leadership over the disciples, some of the disciples were leaders within their world before
connecting to Jesus. However, when Jesus’ entered the picture, everything changed for each
one of them. They went through a transformation of growth and development so they could
continue the ministry of Jesus Christ long after He was gone. When you follow Christ, your life
should reflect a transformation that draws people to you. 
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“Keep watch over yourselves and all the flock of which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers.
Be shepherds of the church of God, which he bought with his own blood.”

Day 2
Acts 20:28 (NIV)



Am I leading myself
astray or am I allowing
the Holy Spirit to lead

me? 

What is one area, that I
could improve upon to
better model Christ?

Describe in detail.

Am I able to model
Christ on a consistent

basis based on my
answer above? 

The next line gives us a very value clue to in our role as leaders for Christ.The Holy Spirit. He
has given us the authority as overseers and caregivers of the body of Christ. The Holy Spirit
has empowered us with authority as shepherds within the church. The church is very
important to God as we know because as the last verse states it was “bought with His own
blood”. For us to be entrusted with the flock says a lot about what God thinks of us.  He never
gives us a task we cannot fulfill and this one is no exception.  

Now that we have a better understanding of this scripture, ask yourself these questions, 

Visionary leadership requires consistent self-governance.  

The practice skill for today is self-governance. 

Take the area you described in #3 above and practice improving in that area for the
remainder of this week. Record your daily progress daily in a journal. At this end of this week
reflect on the strides you made in this area.
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Today’s scripture tells us that when we do not get revelation from spending time with God, we
tend to make decisions for ourselves not applying very little to no wisdom to those decisions.
The outcome of these ill-advised decisions can send us down the wrong path or take us off
our purpose path for a period until we realize we are not in the right place and seek guidance
from God to get back on track. Imagine what our lives could look like if we depended less on
our own understanding and sought God for guidance first. 

The last part of this scripture instructs us to go to the One who is the wisest of all for good
sound instruction. In seeking God’s guidance, we receive blessings. These blessing will come in
several different ways. Whenever we partner with God in our decision making, nothing but
good from this partnership. 

A visionary leader seeks wise counsel especially when it comes to big decisions. They do not
rely on themselves at critical junctures as the costs are typically too high when an unwise
decision is made. Visionary leaders make decision with others in mind first, what that want
takes a backseat to the needs of the majority. 

The practice skill for today is decision making with others in mind. 

Think about a decision you need to make that will impact a group of people. It could be your
family, a work experience, or friendship. Go into prayer today’s asking for God’s guidance in
this big decision that will affect other people. Ask Him the tough questions about the pending
decision and the impact it will have on other people. Listen to what He may reveal to you
before you act on the decision. Journal about this experience before and after the decision is
implemented. 
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“Where there is no revelation, people cast off restraint; but blessed is the one who heeds
wisdom’s instruction.”

Day 3
Proverbs 29:18 (NIV)



This scripture opens with a valuable reminder to us, God’s word is “alive and active”.  That
means it is always speaking to us whether it be through reading the Bible, information
delivered to us by a 3rd party or in our daily experiences.  God’s word can penetrate the
hardest of hearts and the ears closed to the world.  There is no escaping the word of God, it is
a penetrating word.  It gets through us when we sway back and forth between what we know
what we should do versus what we know we should not do.  It tugs on us always trying to be
pull us in the right direction, which is toward Him, while we try to run in the opposite direction. 
 His word gets to the one place that we cannot hide and that is in our hearts and thoughts.  

As a visionary leader our hearts and thoughts should consistently be in alignment with the
word of God.  That means living and modeling His principles for living the Christian life.  Our
hearts should be recalibrated from time to time to ensure our hurts and disappointments
have not replaced this love that our hearts are designed to carry and share with the world. 
 Our thoughts should be examined from time to time to ensure our mind has not been
distracted by the things of the world and can tend to push God and His word aside.  Visionary
leaders do not allow circumstances to come between them and the word of God.  

The practice skill for today is to examine your heart.   

Is there a hurt or disappointment that might be stopping God’s word from
penetrating and getting to your vulnerable spots for healing?

Ask God to help you forgive the person(s) connected to this hurt or disappointment. 

Remember, forgiveness is not about the person or situation that hurt you. It is about you
letting go of the hurt associated with that situation so the healing can start for you. 
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“For the word of God is alive and active. Sharper than any double-edged sword, it penetrates
even to dividing soul and spirit, joints, and marrow; it judges the thoughts and attitudes of the

heart.”

Day 4
Heart - Hebrews 4:12 (NIV)



This scripture gives us clear direction, “think about or
meditate” things that are positive. When our minds are
filled with negative things and images, we cannot
clearly see solutions to our problems or get ideas to
help us move forward. Having a mind that is full of
positive reinforcing these are critical to the success in
our lives. 

The Greek language has a word for good report =
euphemes. When we break this word down is looks
like this. Eu means well. Pheme means our speech or
words. Essentially, this word means speak life. 

Visionary leaders are successful when they can create
and lead organizations into successful endeavors.
Visionary leaders do not get pulled into negative
situations that are designed to tear people down and
create division within their organizations. Visionary
leaders tackle negative situation head on with a spirit
of reconciliation and unity, as they know their
organizations cannot move forward with a cluttered
mind of negativity. God also does not operate in
confusion, chaos, or strife. Visionary leaders honor
God with praiseworthy work for the kingdom of God.
Visionary leadership means to speak life into
situations, circumstances and people for the growth
and development of the organization.
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“Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever
is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent or praiseworthy—

think about such things.”

Day 5
Mind - Philippians 4:8 (NIV)



Record ALL the negative thoughts and words you use today. The words that you tell
yourself as well as the words that you say to others. 

At the end of the day, during your prayer time, ask God for forgiveness for having the
negative thoughts and words. Then ask Him to help you embrace His language of positivity to
think you think about whatever is true, noble, right, pure, lovely, admirable, and praiseworthy

The practice skill for today is to examine your mind.
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Today’s scripture is a simple one, God uses His people to do extraordinary things including
miracles. Another translation says, “God worked unusual miracles by the hand of Paul”. The
question for us to think about is…are we ready to do extraordinary and unusual things to
perform miracles? 

Visionary leadership requires the works of our hands. Sometimes building an organization
from the ground up or rebuilding the organization through the transition leadership. In both
situations, everyone must pitch in and help the organization become stabilized. A visionary
leader will need to understand his/her team to be able to use their strengths and area of
expert to meet the needs of the developing organization. This work in most cases will be work
that is not enjoyable or the core objective of the organization but it is necessary work to lay
the foundation of the organization for the greater tasks ahead. When teams work in unity
during these situations, the miracles and unusual things come from the ordinary things, like
team building, collaboration, and good communication which are all steppingstones to reach
others.

Today’s practice skills are to work to build relationships. 

Today you will intentionally facilitate an opportunity where you will demonstrate team
building inclusion skills using collaboration and effective communication.Journal your
interactions and the outcome.  

The focus will be around becoming a team player using the skills of collaboration and
effective communication. If we do not have these skills mastered than we cannot effectively
use our “hands” to get work done.  Working is more than just physical movement; the act of
work also includes what has been outlined above.       
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“God did extraordinary miracles through Paul,”

Day 6
Hands – Acts 19:11 (NIV)



This scripture tells us how to live our lives with the habits of “true and proper worship” to God
but what does that mean? True worship is a lifestyle. It is more about your life than about
Sunday morning”. Although corporate worship and worship services are very important,
Paul’s account in Romans 12 breaks down worship specifically for the believer’s worship of
God as an individual. It is God’s love and mercy for us that we do not deserve, that allows us
to present ourselves in worship to Him. If it were not for Jesus sacrificing His life for us, all our
attempts at associating with God, living for God, and worshiping God would be futile. When
Jesus died for us, this opened the pathway for God to draw closer to us not us to Him. God’s
constant love and mercy for His people is the catalyst for His desire to be close to us. When
we worship Him as a lifestyle, it places us in a direct relationship with Him. 

The next important step in this passage tells to offer our bodies as a living sacrifice. What
does this mean in today’s context? We must not only believe through a life of faith, but our
actions must also demonstrate our faith. In other words, our talk and our walk must be one in
the same. There must be an external representation of our internal convictions.What this
means for our is our internal spiritual nature should match our external physical nature. Often,
as Christians we try and separate the two, but they are both parts of us that are constantly in
a tug of war with each other.Which is why Paul tells us not to conform to the patterns of the
world which our physical nature is drawn to. When we walk and talk from our faith-based
foundation, we can withstand the test of the world with God’s pleasing approval. 

Today’s practice skill to rethink, reform and renew our minds around our daily habits of
worship to God.    
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“Therefore, I urge you, brothers, and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as a
living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship. 2 Do not

conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then
you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing, and perfect will.”

Day 7
Habits - Romans 12:1-2 (NIV)



Christ showed us visionary faith when He executed His ministry on earth and died on the cross.
He knew when he came to earth, His mission would be to exhibit God’s mission in human form,
then die as ascended back to heaven. He did not let naysayers, religious leaders or unfaithful
disciples take Him off mission. He faithfully executed His complete faithfulness to God
throughout the challenges He face along the way.  

In Visionary Faith, a pastor may request that we have faith to see the church go a particular
direction, when he/she sets a clear vision or goal for what is to be the outcome in the future,
our role as followers of Christ is to help support the church through our faith and belief that
vision, or goal can be achieved. 

A great example of a visionary faith from the Bible is Joseph. He believed in the vision that
God gave him early in his life and he never lost faith in that vision through all his challenges.
leader is Nelson Mandela. We know the story ended with him not only saving his family from
famine but a whole nation. 

What is Visionary Faith?

VISIONARY FAITH
Week 2

There are principles of Visionary Faith that are necessary for us to embrace. These principles
are our ability to be obedient to God, get out of comfort zone or spaces of familiarity, we
exercise patience. When we are obedient to God in our faith, we do not waver or doubt that
God will not provide or give to us that He has promises.When we waver or doubt instead of
holding onto hope, these are actions of disobedience. Secondly, having faith means that God
is going to take us to places that are not comfortable or familiar.During these times, we are to
trust that He has taken us to these places for a reason. These are typically places of personal
growth and development of an area that is needed for us to become stronger in our faith to
Him. Lastly, we must exercise patience. In our instant society where we constantly expect
things to happen in seconds, God does not work on demand.  Patience is a virtue that is
necessary for discernment. The question in a place of patience is our ego going to push God
aside or are we going to let God be God?  

Why it is important? 
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Building your Visionary Faith is accomplished by obtaining or sharpening our current skill set
or by developing new skills using biblical principles of obedience, sitting in the places of
uncomfortableness and patience.
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How do we do it?

“Yet he did not waver through unbelief regarding the promise of God, but was strengthened in
his faith and gave glory to God, 21 being fully persuaded that God had power to do what he had

promised”.

 (Romans 4:20-21, NIV)



The preceding scripture captures a scene where there is conflict as the gospel was being
preached and naysayers won the crowd over and Paul was stoned as a result. After this
incident, Paul went back to where the message of the gospel has been previously well
received. This story illustrates that having faith will take us to hard places, but we can always
find encouragement when we go back to the word of God.  His word is always filled with
promises of hope, joy, and victory to overcome our circumstances and challenges. “Faith has
spiritual eyes; it’s visionary and sees into the future with hope. It can envision the promises of
God already fulfilled via dreams and visions”. Faith is not having the answer of how or why
but knowing that the answer will come. 

The practice skill for today is act of obedience toward others.  

Reach out to three people this week and provide them prayer or words of encouragement. In
these tumultuous times so, many things are happening. This the perfect time to reach out and
let people know they can and will get through times. Encourage them with gospel of Christ.  
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“Strengthening the disciples and encouraging them to remain true to the faith. “We must go
through many hardships to enter the kingdom of God,” they said”.

Day 8
Acts 14:22 (NIV)



When we follow Christ, our lives should be dedicated to growing in the faith. We have been
taught for many years about the gospel of Christ and the powerful word of God, but what
good are the teaching if we do not exercise them with our faith? Today’s scripture reminds to
live our lives rooted in the word of God, so that He can build our faith in Him through what He
speaks to us and shows us in our daily walk. The second part of this scripture is the promise
of a “overflowing of thankfulness” that we get to experience with a rooted life in Him.     

The practice skill for today is an act of obedience toward yourself. 

Today follow through on something that that God has asked you to do but you have yet to
do it.  If you do not have something in mind, pray and ask for Him to give you direction to
move in an area of your life that may not be where you want it to be. Take one step in
obedience in the area and journal the outcome. 
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“So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continue to live your lives in him, rooted
and built up in him, strengthened in the faith as you were taught, and overflowing with

thankfulness.”

Day 9

Spiritual Fullness in Christ

Colossians 2:6-7 (NIV)



Today’s scripture is very clear, “without faith it is IMPOSSIBLE to please God”. What does our
faithless look like from time to time? What are we saying when we use statements like “I
can’t”, “I couldn’t”, “I’m not…”, “I'll never be able to do it”, “I have no power to do anything”, we
are saying that God cannot help us with our challenges? What makes the faith that we know
works sometimes go out the window as if it never existed? The answer in these last questions
is who are we placing our faith in ourselves or God? When we place our faith in ourselves, it
will lead us to a place of unbelief. When we place our faith in God, we are left with the
certainty the remaining versus states, “He rewards those who earnestly seeking”.    

The practice skill for today is identify area(s) where you have been placing your faith
anything other than God. 

What made you decide to place your faith in other sources other than God? What did you
believe you could accomplish over God? Write down your answers to these questions and
reflect on them. See if you notice a pattern or if something stands out that you can change in
the future to increase your faith.
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“And without faith it is impossible to please God, because anyone who comes to him must
believe that he exists and that he rewards those who earnestly seek him.”

Day 10
Hebrews 11:6 (NIV)



From this scripture we see that our faith is a
gift from God. We cannot do anything to
receive it, it is just freely given to us out of
God’s love for us. That is amazing! Have your
ever received something that you were not
expecting, like a check in the mail or a gift you
always wanted but did not think you would
ever get? When we accepted Christ in our
lives, we received a gift of faith as the prize for
believing in His Son. 

The practice skill for today is paying our gift
of faith forward. 

Pray for God to reveal someone or a situation
that you can pay your gift of faith forward. An
example of this might look like, someone that
you know that is a non-believer and they are
expressing their desire to obtain something
that is important to them. They share this with
you and you tell him you will pray on their
behalf and ask to grant their request.   
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“For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith—and this is not from yourselves, it is the
gift of God— not by works, so that no one can boast.”

Day 11
Ephesians 2:8-9 (NIV)



This is a very important scripture for many reasons. First it reminds us that no matter what is
going on our world, with work, family, or church, we are conduct ourselves in a manner that
represents the gospel of Jesus Christ. Yelling at people, getting an attitude with your spouse,
coworker or people in the church is not behavior that presents a “manner worthy of the
gospel of Christ”.Every minute of each day, as Christians we are God’s representative of Christ
on earth.  This scripture tells us that our actions also represent our faith in the gospel. 

The practice skill for today is watching our behavior in the faith.

This is accomplished with setting our hearts and minds in the right state as soon as we open
our eyes each morning. Prayer and meditation work wonders for resetting our perspective to
a godly perspective. We cannot change what happened yesterday, but we can change how
we act and show up each day.Pray and meditation for clarity on how to reset your behavior
to reflect a manner that is worthy of the gospel of Christ. 
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“Whatever happens, conduct yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ. Then,
whether I come and see you or only hear about you in my absence, I will know that you stand

firm in the one Spirit, striving together as one for the faith of the gospel”

Day 12
Philippians 1:27 (NIV)

Life Worthy of the Gospel



This scripture is caulked full of great instruction for us. “Trust God
with all of your heart”. This includes the places in your heart where
you might not yet believe that He can fix the issue. When you think
about the issues that seems unachievable or impossible to you,
remember that God has no limitation on Him. The limitations are
placed by us on God because we are trying to understand His
capabilities from our limited perspective. Instead, our view should be
toward the impossible situation that God always does the impossible
so why shouldn’t I believe that He can take my impossible thing and
make it possible? 

When He says to submit to him in all your ways, he means just that,
stop trying to be Christlike at church or when it is convenient and be
Christlike everyday as a lifestyle. When you do this, “making your
paths straight” means that the road you travel because easier
because you are not tripping on the roadblocks that you place by
trying to navigate this world through your lens and not through the
lens that God has for you. 

The practice skill for today is submitting your understanding of
your circumstance and situation to faith. 

Pray and mediate for God to show you the solution to your
circumstance or situation and act on the answer through submission
and belief that it is correct answer. 
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“Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding;  in all your
ways submit to him, and he will make your paths straight.”

Day 13
Proverbs 3:5-6 (NIV)



Jesus is telling us in this passage, that our faith can be a small as a mustard seed, meaning
that the expectation of us is not great but it is simply just have faith in Him.This passage also
goes on to let us know that our faith even in its smallness can move mountains of problems
or challenges.  That is incredible to think about because it says that our faith allows us to do
what upfront might seem impossible but because we have faith in Him, it will not be
impossible for us to do. That is amazing! 

The practice skill for today is exercising our mustard seed faith aloud. 

Think about something you want to do or want to obtain that up to this point you have
deemed impossible. Say this aloud, “God Matthew 17:20 says, if I just have the faith of a
mustard seed, my voice can move mountains. You promised me that nothing is impossible for
me. So, I say today, insert what you want to do or obtain here. 

For the remainder of this week, speak as though you have received your request making a
declarative statement something like this, “Lord, I thank you for the new job you have given
me! I am excited to start my new position soon!”
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“He replied, “Because you have so little faith. Truly I tell you, if you have faith as small as a
mustard seed, you can say to this mountain, ‘Move from here to there,’ and it will move.

Nothing will be impossible for you.”

Day 14
Matthew 17:20 (NIV)



The definition of “attentiveness” is the action of paying close attention to something.
Visionaries can see where things are going or how situations could be impacted by small and
big changes. How do they become aware of this, by paying close attention to everything
around them? People, processes, structures, the function of teams, everything it takes become
fully knowledgeable and make sound decisions. 

When we look at Christ, we know He practiced visionary attentiveness. We saw this when He
entered a city, He studied was going on around Him before He spoke so He could directly
address the needs of the areas through His teaching.He often sought out the exact person to
use as a visual representation of He was teaching so that His teaching could be a visual
representation of His teaching further connecting people to His vision of the future teaching. 

What is Visionary Attentiveness?

VISIONARY ATTENTIVENESS
Week 3

This is important because when we use our visionary attentiveness, we able to make better
decisions and move in the appropriate manner because we have gained a bigger and better
perspective. Our execution is based on clarity not ambiguity which is a much better vantage
point in our lives.   

Why it is important? 

Proverbs 18:15 says,
 “An intelligent heart acquires knowledge, and the ear of the wise seeks knowledge.” 
This scripture tells us to grow and develop in our knowledge and pay attention to our
environment which is full of opportunities for us to grow and develop. This will require us to
become better listeners and learners. We are each a teacher and a student in our life journey.
We have much to learn from those around us and we have much to teach. However, if you do
not continue to grow and develop you will become irrelevant to current times. 

How do we do it?
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Prior to verses 6-9, we see that Nehamiah was facing lots of opposition to his mission to build
the wall.  The mission moved forward to repair and rebuild the wall despite the opposition.This
story tells us that we will always face opposition especially when God tells us to something
that makes no sense to anyone but you.  As Christians, we can feel secure that whatever God
instructs us to do, even with opposition, God plans always become known. We are to
persevere through the opposition and execute the instruction given to us.  Like Nehemiah, we
are not to let anything, or anyone distract us from our godly mission.

The practice skill for today is working through distractions. 

In today’s world, our distracts can always come in the form of people, however, often, they
are in the form of the devices, social media, TV, and the constant news cycle of shocking
news throughout the world.  Today, do a social media, TV, or another device fast for the next
24 hours. Let us see what you are able to pay closer attention to during this time. Your
children, spouse, friends, and God, are just examples to help you adjust your visionary
attentiveness toward what is important.   
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“When Sanballat heard that we were rebuilding the wall, he became angry and was greatly
incensed. He ridiculed the Jews, 2 and in the presence of his associates and the army of

Samaria, he said, “What are those feeble Jews doing? Will they restore their wall? Will they
offer sacrifices? Will they finish in a day? Can they bring the stones back to life from those

heaps of rubble—burned as they are?”
 

Tobiah the Ammonite, who was at his side, said, “What they are building—even a fox climbing
up on it would break down their wall of stones!”

 
Hear us, our God, for we are despised. Turn their insults back on their own heads. Give them
over as plunder in a land of captivity.  Do not cover up their guilt or blot out their sins from

your sight, for they have thrown insults in the face of the builders.
 

“So we rebuilt the wall till all of it reached half its height, for the people worked with all their
heart.  But when Sanballat, Tobiah, the Arabs, the Ammonites and the people of Ashdod heard
that the repairs to Jerusalem’s walls had gone ahead and that the gaps were being closed, they

were very angry.  They all plotted together to come and fight against Jerusalem and stir up
trouble against it.  But we prayed to our God and posted a guard day and night to meet this

threat.
 

Day 15
Nehemiah 4:1-9 (NIV)



When we operate in visionary attentiveness, we may see that we are experiencing trouble,
however, as Christ followers, we know that Jesus already defeated any enemy that may try
to come against us. This means we do not have to worry about the defeated enemy that has
no power in or over your lives unless you allow him to have it. This scripture also tells us that
from time to time, may feel like we have been knocked down but the power of God that
resides in us, and therefore we will never be destroyed. 

The practice skill for today is practicing gratefulness. 

Acknowledge Jesus tremendous sacrifice for us that we can live a freed life be victorious in all
we do and not be destroyed. We have much to be grateful for in His willingness to clear the
slate for us. 
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“Persecuted, but not abandoned; struck down, but not destroyed.”

Day 16
2 Corinthians 4:9 (NIV)



In this scripture we see that the Lord fights our
battles for us. The question for us is how can
we have visionary attentiveness, the act to pay
close attention to the things around us if we
are always in a battle of some sort trying to
fight battles that do not belong to us but
belong to Him? How can we accept what He is
trying to put into our hands if we are always in
battle justifying our words and actions?  The
point here is simple, you cannot have visionary
attentiveness, trying fight your way through
life. These are battles that you are not
equipped to win. Leave the battles of life to
God and accept the victory that He will give to
you. 

The practice skill for today is letting go of
things that are not in your control. 

Whatever you are trying to control, your
family member, your coworker, your grown
children, your spouse, release your attempt to
control them. You do not have that kind of
power. The Holy Spirit has only given your
power over your thoughts, words, and action.
Work to control those areas within yourself. 
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“All those gathered here will know that it is not by sword or spear that the Lord saves; for the
battle is the Lord’s, and he will give all of you into our hands.”

Day 17
1 Samuel 17:47 (NIV)



In Chapter 6 in the book of Daniel, had a prestigious position under King Darius. This position
meant that he would be set above most of his counterparts.  Immediately his counterparts
started to look for anything that could discredit him, but they found nothing. The next step
since they could not find any dirt on Daniel, they decided to attack his God. They convinced
King Darius that anyone who worship a god other person other than him would be put into
the lion’s den.  Upon Daniel hearing this decree, he immediately went into prayer mode
thanking God for all He had done for him thus far. 

What this story teaches us about visionary attentiveness is that being a loyal commitment
Christ follower gives us privileges that are not extended to everyone else. It gives us access to
be elevated above others into positions of authority or high places to help shape policy or
environments from a godly perspective. It also gives us protection under God’s covering when
we conduct ourselves in accordance with God’s principles for living and interacting with others
with the fruit of the spirit, showing grace, mercy and forgiveness as Jesus demonstrated for
us.

The practice skill for today is taking the high road. 

No matter what the situation is or whom it is with, take the high road and extend grace,
mercy, and forgiveness just as it has been extended to you. This exercise is about raising your
visionary attentiveness with the spirit of unity. 
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“Now when Daniel learned that the decree had been published, he went home to his upstairs
room where the windows opened toward Jerusalem. Three times a day he got down on his

knees and prayed, giving thanks to his God, just as he had done before.”

Day 18
Daniel 6:10 (NIV)



This scripture is clear in its instruction to us, the heart of the righteous studies how to answer
so that when we are faced with a challenge, we know how to answer with certainty. Visionary
attentiveness is committing to the action seek out the answer before acting on it.Gaining an
understanding first is a sign of spiritual maturity. If we are still reacting first before we “study”
then we should not be surprised by the outcome that is more than likely not favorable to us
and is not pleasing in the eyes of God. 

The practice skill for today thinking before you react. 

Pausing or walking aways from a situation that could place you in an unfavorable position, is
again a sign of spiritual maturity. As we grow in our faith this also includes growth in our
mindset and our actions. 
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“The heart of the righteous weighs its answers, but the mouth of the wicked gushes evil.”

Day 19
Proverbs 15:28 (NIV)



When we operate in visionary attentiveness,
we may see that we are experiencing
trouble, however, as Christ followers, we
know that Jesus already defeated any
enemy that may try to come against us.
This means we do not have to worry about
the defeated enemy that has no power in
or over your lives unless you allow him to
have it. This scripture also tells us that from
time to time, may feel like we have been
knocked down but the power of God that
resides in us, and therefore we will never be
destroyed. 

The practice skill for today is practicing
gratefulness. 

Acknowledge Jesus tremendous sacrifice
for us that we can live a freed life be
victorious in all we do and not be destroyed.
We have much to be grateful for in His
willingness to clear the slate for us. 
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“If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who gives generously to all without finding
fault, and it will be given to you.”

Day 20
James 1:5 (NIV)



Another powerful lesson for us to execute daily. This passage tells us to pay most careful
attention. Meaning exercise your visionary attentiveness to pay close attention to what we
hear meaning the word of God. Playing close attention to the word of God through our Bible
readings and in-depth studies and in our prayer/devotion time, keeps us connect to God so
that we do not drift away from Him. It also helps us from losing the word from our hearts and
minds. Our strength and maturity comes we start to live out the word of God and not just hear
it. When we live out the word of God, it gets reinforced into our spirit and opens us even more
to being led by the Holy Spirit. We become open vessels for the Holy Spirit to download His
insight into our hearts, minds and actions leading us to spiritual maturity by conforming us
into the image of Christ from the inside out. 

The practice skill for today is paying attention to the Holy Spirit’s guidance. 

Spend the next 7 days, allowing the Holy Spirit to lead you in all areas of your life including
your emotions. See what happens when you allow the Holy Spirit to lead you versus being led
by your emotions. 
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“We must pay the most careful attention, therefore, to what we have heard, so that we do not
drift away.”

Day 21
Hebrews 2:1 (NIV)



Visionary giving is opening yourself up to God via the Holy Spirit to understand what you are
to do with your time, your resources/money, and relationships.These are key areas that
require a full understanding of what God’s principles are on giving as giving is always about
making something better off after you have encountered it than it was before. As Christians,
we give of our time to the church to help build the kingdom of God. We give our resources or
money as a sign of our willingness to give back to Him a small portion of what He has given to
us in honor of Him. We give to our relationship because people are very important to God. He
built us to foster relationships from a place of love and unity to impact the world in positive
ways. The giving the Bible instructs us to do is how we honor God.  

A Hebrew study on the word “sacrifice” uncovered the following information: 

“When you look up the English word “sacrifice” it comes from a Latin term that means “make
sacred.” When we look at sacrificial rituals in the Old Testament, the sacrifices were the
transfer of offerings from human beings to God, from the common to the sacred”. 

“The Hebrew word for sacrifice and offering is qaravan and the Aramaic word is dabacha
which both have identical understandings or meanings. The Hebrew word qaravan and the
Aramaic word dabacha are rooted in the Hebrew word qarav which means to approach.  This
word does not have the idea of giving up something of value to oneself and bringing it to
others as a way of response to one’s desires or as a requirement. It is a giving up of
something out of a desire to draw closer to someone”.

Therefore, the biblical principle surrounding “sacrifice” is another way that draws us closer to
God. God’s desire for us to always get closer to Him. “By bringing our offerings and sacrifices
to Him it is declaring that we too want to draw close to Him”. 

What is Visionary Giving?
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VISIONARY GIVING
Week 4



This is important because when we have the biblical perspective versus man’s perspective, we
can become confident that we are sacrificing for the right reason versus someone telling us
we must do so.  The only way we should ever sacrifice something for God is because we have
a desire to get closer to Him and for no other reason. 

With this new perspective, you can go into prayer with the expectation that you will draw
closer to God. You can rest assured that He will direct your path regarding any giving related
to your time, your resources/money, and your relationships. These types of choices are
made between you and God only. 
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Why it is important?

How do we do it?



Yet it was good of you to share in my troubles. Moreover, as you Philippians know, in the early
days of your acquaintance with the gospel, when I set out from Macedonia, not one church

shared with me in the matter of giving and receiving, except you only; for even when I was in
Thessalonica, you sent me aid more than once when I was in need. Not that I desire your gifts;
what I desire is that more be credited to your account.  I have received full payment and have
more than enough. I am amply supplied, now that I have received from Epaphroditus the gifts
you sent. They are a fragrant offering, an acceptable sacrifice, pleasing to God.  And my God

will meet all your needs according to the riches of his glory in Christ Jesus.
 

To our God and Father be glory for ever and ever. Amen.
 

Greet all God’s people in Christ Jesus. The brothers and sisters who are with me send greeting.
All God’s people here send you greetings, especially those who belong to Caesar’s household.

In this passage we see the gift of blessing others when we give of our time, resources/money
and in our relationships.  Especially when we bless others that are not expecting to receive.
These are the times that God is most pleased with us when we give out of our abundance.  In
God we are all amply supplied with what we need so that we can freely give to causes that
are in real need.  Remember giving is not a sacrificial act, it is a loving act that draw us closer
to God. 

The practice skill for today is blessing someone with the gift of your time. 

Approach this from the perspective to build up new or existing relationship. Expect nothing in
return, just be a blessing to someone with the gift of your time. 
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Day 22
Philippians 4:14-23 (NIV)



“ In reply Jesus said: “A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, when he was attacked
by robbers. They stripped him of his clothes, beat him and went away, leaving him half dead.  A

priest happened to be going down the same road, and when he saw the man, he passed by on
the other side.  So too, a Levite, when he came to the place and saw him, passed by on the other
side.  But a Samaritan, as he traveled, came where the man was; and when he saw him, he took
pity on him. He went to him and bandaged his wounds, pouring on oil and wine. Then he put

the man on his own donkey, brought him to an inn and took care of him.  The next day he took
out two denarii[a] and gave them to the innkeeper. ‘Look after him,’ he said, ‘and when I

return, I will reimburse you for any extra expense you may have.’
 

 “Which of these three do you think was a neighbor to the man who fell into the hands of
robbers?”

 
“The expert in the law replied, “The one who had mercy on him.”

 
“Jesus told him, “Go and do likewise.”

In the story of the good Samaritan, we see that people walked by this person in need, looking
but not taking a step in the direction to help or get involved. The Samaritan crossed the line of
not only helping the person in need but also helping someone that was an enemy to the
Samaritan people. This teaches us so much. First, our first approach as a Christian should be
to help anyone in need. Secondly, what background they come from or beliefs they have
should not matter.Helping someone in need provides Christians with a great opportunity to
demonstrate the love of Jesus Christ toward others. 

The practice skill for today is stepping out of our comfort zone to extend a helping hand
to someone in need. 

It could be prayer, words of encouragement, or fulfilling another type of need they may
have.The point here is to step out of your comfort zone and extend a hand of hope. 
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Day 23
Luke 10:30-37 (NIV)

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke+10%3A30-37+&version=NIV#fen-NIV-25399a
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“Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse those who have leprosy drive out demons. Freely you
have received; freely give.”

Today’s scripture is focused on giving to others. Many people today have many life
challenges that cause them to feel like they are trapped, stuck, not able to move forward in
life due to circumstances surrounding them. Sharing the gospel of Christ with people in crisis
can be the experience that sets them free from what has been confining them in their state. 

The practice skill for today is simply, share the good news of the gospel with a non-
believer.

Tell them a heart moving and compelling story where God showed up for you in one of your
life challenges. Provide them with the miraculous details of how God turned your situation
around and changed your life. Give the gift of hope and encouragement today.

Day 24
Matthew 10:8 (NIV)



There are many examples in the Bible to show us when we bless others with our time,
resources/money, and relationships, that we suddenly find ourselves blessed for doing the
small things in life, giving. Often, we think we have to do some big or magnanimous thing,but
the truth of the matter is that the smallest things often bring the biggest blessing to others
and to us. Let start to focus on small acts of giving and watch God turn our small acts into big
acts of blessings. 

The practice skill for today is small acts of giving. 

Spend the day blessing people in your family, workplace, church or throughout your travels
with a small blessing. Be intentional and let the Holy Spirit led you in these small acts of
blessings toward others. Have fun and let your heart shine in honor of God as you go through
this experience. 
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“And if anyone gives even a cup of cold water to one of these little ones who is my disciple, truly
I tell you, that person will certainly not lose their reward.”

Day 25
Matthew 10:42 (NIV)



God always exceeds our expectations. He
does this as this scripture points out when we
give ourselves to Him in relationship
consistently and then we give of ourselves to
others. When we first fill ourselves up in the
Lord, it opens our minds and our hearts to
care and give to His people.  The will of God is
abundant in love, mercy, and grace toward us,
yet we are often stingy without love, mercy,
and grace toward others when we should
freely give these as well. 

The practice skill for today is extending
love, mercy, and grace toward others. 

Let’s push our will aside and allow God’s will to
come through us. We will be better for and so
will those who encounter us throughout the
day.  This is what visionary giving means,
healing hearts and minds through compassion
for our fellow human beings. We have many
examples of Jesus showing compassion to
everyone He encountered. Jesus’ compassion
reconciled the world to God, surely, we can
reconcile our small part of the world through
our love, mercy, and grace. 
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“And they exceeded our expectations: They gave themselves first of all to the Lord, and then by
the will of God also to us.”

Day 26
2 Corinthians 8:5 (NIV)



We know that God never wants us to give if we do not feel giving in our heart, whether it be of
our time, resources/money or in our relationships. As we discussed in at the beginning of this
week, giving and offerings are acts of our desire to draw closer to God.  When we look
through the lens of this biblical principle, we know that God with rather that we withhold our
giving until our heart and mind is in the right space so that it comes from a good place in our
heart not out of obligation but out of a real desire to make things better around us. 

The practice skill for today is to pray to find out where your heart truly is on the matter
of giving. 

Spend quality devotional and prayer time vetting out this answer for you. Study the words,
giving, sacrifice, offering so that you can discern the true meaning of these words as God
speaks to you about them.  Allow Him to prepare your hearts and minds for discernment of
what this means to you and for you. Ask Him to help you understand this principle from a His
biblical perspective. 

“Each of you should give what you have decided in your heart to give, not reluctantly or under
compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver.”
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Day 27
2 Corinthians 9:7 (NIV)



“One person gives freely, yet gains even more; another withholds unduly, but comes to poverty.
A generous person will prosper; whoever refreshes others will be refreshed.”

As we close out this devotional, we see that Proverbs provides us with important points. When
we give of our time, resources/money and for relationships, we gain even more. We gain
more because we become a blessing and in return, we too receive a blessing for our
participations in the act of giving.There is a renewing and refreshing when we extend
ourselves toward the act for others to benefit. God blesses us for being a blessing. What an
incredible act of God gives us for representing Him with our good heart building up the
kingdom of God, like a Master Builder. 

There is no  practice skill for today. Today we will reflect on the past 27 days of this
Spiritual Journey. 

Today as you reflect, look back write down your experience over timeframe. 

What areas challenged you? 

What areas did you grow? 
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Day 28
Proverbs 11:24-25 (NIV)



What did you learn about yourself up to this point in your spiritual journey? 

What changes do you plan to make in your spiritual life as you move forward? 

How did God speak to you throughout this journey? 

Did your perspective change in any area?  

Name three things that you plan to incorporate into your life based on your
experience through this spiritual journey. 
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The pastors and leaders of Marantha Christian Center hope you enjoyed taking this spiritual
journey with them. Their desire was that you gain knowledge and wisdom and walk away with
a better understanding around the points of Visionary Leadership, Visionary Faith, Visionary
Attentiveness and Visionary Giving to help you on your life journey in Christ.

Their prayer for each person that reads this devotional, is to be blessed beyond measure but
more importantly be a blessing to those you encounter in your part of the world. 

As Christians we are called to lead the world and allow the Holy Spirit to help us give life to
others through our personal accounts of the life that Christ died to give us. Through us the
spirit of Christ lives on building us up to become Master Builders for the kingdom of God in our
small space on earth. 

John 6:63 says, 
“It is the Spirit who gives life; the flesh is no help at all. The words that I have spoken to you are

spirit and life.”

A Spiritual Journey through
 Visionary Leadership, Visionary Faith, 

Visionary Attentiveness, and Visionary Giving


